FITZ-ALL® WITH BUTTONS
URINARY LEG BAG SUPPORT KIT
FOR USE WITH MOST DISPOSABLE VINYL URINARY LEG BAGS

USE AND CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRODUCT #6380

• COMFORTABLE
• WASHABLE
• DURABLE
• REUSABLE

ELIMINATES BRUISING, PRESSURE SORES, PULLED HAIR, CIRCULATION RESTRICTION AND BURNS CAUSED BY RUBBER STRAPS.

ADJUSTABLE SELF-GRIPPING FASTENERS. APPLICATION IS SAFE AND SIMPLE USING ERGONOMICALLY PLACED BUTTONS FOR THE IDEAL LEG BAG POSITION.

KIT CONTENTS:

1 Fitz-All® with buttons, upper calf strap (#6374)
1 Fitz-All® with buttons, lower calf strap (#6375)
Illustrated use and care instructions inside.
IMPORTANT! READ THIS FIRST:
To avoid possible drainage problems, read all instructions and precautions carefully before use. Only allow a urinary drainage bag to fill to its maximum capacity in emergency situations. Do not over-tighten straps; this can cause poor circulation and/or skin breakdown; however, a bag strapped too loosely can slip and cause damage to catheters.

DIRECTION FOR USE

STEP 1: Push the buttons of the straps through the bag eyelets as shown in figure 1.

STEP 2: Strap the bag to the leg in the desired position—usually on the inside-bottom of the right or left leg—see figure 3. Be certain that the bag is in an up-right position with the drain valve at the bottom for optimum use.

STEP 3: Adjust straps. Do not over-tighten to avoid circulation restriction.

STEP 4: Close drain valve or tube clamp before use.

ENSURING YOU GET MAXIMUM USE FROM YOUR STRAPS:
Close the hook & loop fasteners by joining the ends of straps as shown in Figure 2 before laundering—see laundering instructions/symbols on next page.

IMPORTANT: The number of times that the hook & loop fasteners are opened and closed determines the life of the fasteners. Do not open and close the fasteners unnecessarily—this will ensure a long life.
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 1

®

Uro-Safe vinyl leg bag or other disposable leg bag with strap eyelets.

Push leg strap button through bag eyelet.

Optional extension tube to connect catheters

#

Item 6374 upper-calf strap

IMPORTANT:
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FIGURE 3

Connector to Catheter

Clear-Vinyl, Latex or White-Rubber Extension Tube (optional)

POSITION A
Best suited for 18 fl. oz. or smaller leg bags.

Bottom outlet either a twist-type drain valve or a thumb-operated tube clamp.

POSITION B
Suites for any size, but requires the use of an extension tube.

STRAP LAUNDERING INSTRUCTIONS

MACHINE WASH COLD—GENTLE/DELICATE
MACHINE LAVAGE FROID—DOUX/SENSIBLE
MACHINE WÄSCHE KALT—LEICHT/EMPFINDLICHER
MÁQUINA MÁQUINAFRÍO—APACIBLE/DELICADO

DO NOT BLEACH
NE BLANCHISSEZ PAS
NICHT BLEICHEN
NO BLANQUEE

DO NOT TUMBLE DRY
NE DÉGRINGOLEZ PAS SEC
NICHT TROCKEN STOLPERN
NO CAIGA SECO

DO NOT WRING
N’EXTORQUEZ PAS
NICHT AUS PRESSEN
NO SAQUE

DRY IN SHADE
SÉCHEZ À L’OMBRE
IM SHATEN TROCKNEN
SEQÜESE EN CORTINA

DO NOT IRON
NE REPASSEZ PAS
NICHT BÜGELN
NO PLANCHE

DO NOT DRYCLEAN
PAS DRYCLEAN
NICHT DRYCLEAN
NO DRYCLEAN

30C
RELATED PRODUCTS

- Urocare® Reusable Latex Leg Bags
- Uro-Safe® Vinyl Leg Bags
- Drainage Systems and Kits
- Uro-Con® & Uro-Cath® Male External Catheters
- Drain Valves & Adaptors
- Drainage Bottles
- Uro-Prep® Protective Skin Barrier Wipes
- Fabric Leg Bag Holders and Straps
- Uro-Strap® Catheter Strap
- Uro-Bond® Brush-on Silicone Adhesive
- Urofoam® Adhesive Foam Strips
- Urocare® Adhesive Remover Pads
- Urolux® Urinary/Ostomy Appliance Cleanser and Deodorant
- Connectors and Clamps
- Small Parts Cleansing Brush
- Extension and Drainage Tubing

For more information on this or any other Urocare product, please visit our website at www.urocare.com. To place an order, please contact your health care provider.

Manufactured and distributed by:

Urocare Products, Inc.
2735 Melbourne Avenue
Pomona, CA 91767-1931
U.S.A.

US and Canada: +1 (800) 423-4441
Outside the US: +1 (909) 621-6013

sales@urocare.com